
GCSE Mathematics
Practice Tests: Set 1

Paper 2H (Calculator)
Time: 1 hour 30 minutes

You should have: Ruler graduated in centimetres and millimetres,

protractor, pair of compasses, pen, HB pencil, eraser, calculator.
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Instructions

• Use black ink or ball-point pen.
• Fill in the boxes at the top of this page with your name, J )

centre number and candidate number.
• Answer all questions.
• Answer the auestions in the spaces provided

•‘*..

— there may be more s than you need.
Calculators may be be used

• rams are NOT ac y drawn, unless otherwise indicated.
• You must show all your working out.

Information

• The total mark for this paper is SO
•Praclice paper Sel 2 question are shown in brackets

— use this as a guide as to how much time to spend on each question.

Advice

• Read each question carefully before you start to answer it.
• Keep an eye on the time.
• Try to answer every question.
• Check your answers if you have time at the end.
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Answer ALL questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

Eric travels from the UK to India every year.

In 2010, the exchange rate was £1 = 67.1 rupees.
In 2012, the exchange rate was £1 = 82.5 rupees.

In 2010 Eric changed £600 into rupees.

How many pounds (&) did Eric have to change to rupees in 2012 to get the same number
of rupees as he did in 2010?

___

.Gco %G4

LkoZO ?2

£

(Total 3 marks)
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2. Au is planning a party.

He wants to buy some cakes and some sausage rolls.

The cakes are sold in boxes.
There are 12 cakes in each box.
Each box of cakes costs £2.50.

The sausage rolls are sold in packs.
There are 8 sausage rolls in each pack.
Each pack of sausage rolls costs £1.20.

Au wants to buy more than 60 cakes and more than 60 sausage rolls.
He wants to buy exactly the same number of cakes as sausage rolls.

What is the least amount of money Ali will have to pay?

>Co . 4

Soiso2sQ&s: %qc%

q.2O=
jQ.4Q

pr;Lfl =

(Total 5 marks)
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3.
C

9 cm

ABC is a right-angled triangle.
AR = 6cm.
AC=9 cm.

Work out the length of BC.

t

Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

cm

(Total 3 marks)

.4
6cm

B
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4. The scatter graph shows some information about 10 cars.
It shows the time, in seconds, it takes each car to go from 0 mph to 60 mph.
For each car, it also shows the maximum speed, in mph.

150
:Tr. -

1 ‘

Maximum + .

spccd(nph)
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Thuc (seconds) to go from 0mph w 60 mph

(a) What type of correlation does this scatter graph show?

(I)

The time a car takes to go from 0 mph to 60 mph is II seconds.

(b) Estimate the maximum speed for this car.

mph
(2)

(Total 3 marks)
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5. A town has three car parks.

South car park has x spaces.

North car park has 48 more spaces than South car park.

Central car park has four times as many spaces as South car park.

The total number of spaces in South car park and Central car park is more than twice the
number of spaces in North car park.

Work out the least possible number of spaces in South car park.

= cC

Norkk’

CenkaL

x + >

1r3Dc

3c >

n >fl

(Total 5 marks)
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6. ABCD is a rectangle.
EFGH is a trapezium.

A 3v±4 B E

4.r

C

F

5v

The perimeters of these two shapes are the same.
All measurements are in centimetres.

(i) Work out the value of x.

Lx*ct% tC4

tI+)Ct

=

=

14

.C5

(ii) Write down the length and the width of the rectangle.

= Lk7yz.

3’s’35 tL \LHS

length cm

width
Lj

(Total 6 marks)

1Dc..

D 7x—3
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7. When a water pipe bursts the water can cause damage.
The damage can be minor or severe.

The probability of minor damage is 0.55
The probability of severe damage is 0.45

Insurance claims can be made for the damage.

When the damage is minor, the probability that an insurance claim is made is 0.22
When the damage is severe, the probability that an insurance claim is made is 0.74

(a) Complete the decision tree diagram.

Insurance
cia im

<3
o•n

(2)

The insurance company uses the information in the decision tree diagram to decide whether

they need to increase their charges for insurance.

If the probability that insurance claims for damage will be made is greater than 50%.

insurance company will increase their charges for insurance.

(b) Will the insurance company increase their charges?

Q\t o33

the

Th’ej ic.& roki Cnczs-ta1t

C SOY0
(4)

(Total 6 marks)

Daniaze

0.55

minor

severe

0.45

claim
=

110 clam

claim
= 0. OTh 0-3)7)3

no claim
0’
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8. Solve

y = 6

j

(Total 3 marks)
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9. Cohn, Dave and Emma share some money.

10. The tzth term of a sequence is n2 + 4

Alex says

-a/s - /50

(Total 4 marks)

“The itch term of the sequence is always a prime number when ii is an odd number.”

Alex is wrong.
Give an example to show that Alex is wrong.

- c\

iS Aie;s\\Q_ 6

(Total 2 marks)

Cohn gets of the money.

Emma and Dave share the rest of the money in the ratio 3 2.

What is Dave’s share of the money?

C a75

“1’

/50
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11. The diagram shows a triangle ABC.

(a) Work out the size of angle A.

Cc)
A

Give your answer correct to I decimal place.

0- = ? — aoccos(

t
- .rg’L

— a,’.•1- >.\

t %O’ Cj.T4Cos

_cvflcDSc\

= CoA

,s

C

A = QLrLflS1fl IQi-i. .5 0

(3)

(b) Work out the area of triangle ABC.
Give your answer correct to I decimal place.

x a— X Sin Q

t

‘a x21x 0)1+. S

cm2
(2)

(Total 5 marks)

C
1.8cm

‘0

2.?cm

B 36 cm
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12. The average fuel consumption (c) of a car, in kilometres per litre, is given by the formula

d

f

where d is the distance travelled in kilometres and [is the fuel used in liLres.

d= 190 correct to 3 significant figures.

f= 25.7 correct to 1 decimal place.

By considering bounds, work out the value of c to
You must show all of your working and give a reason for your final answer.

a

vet —

- at5.G5

=

ore Aecc&

&cc.s

(Total S marks)
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13. Liquid A has a density of 0.7 gicm3.
Liquid B has a density of 1.6 g/cm3.

140 g of liquid A and 128 g of liquid B are mixed to make liquid C.

Work out the density of liquid C.

/‘t\
2oo

V g/cm3

(Total 4 marks)
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14. f is the function f(x) = 2x + 5.

(a) Find tX3).
atS

(1)
(b) Express the inverse function r’ in the form M(x) =

DcEZI

Zc
(2)

g is the function g(x) = —25.

(c) Find g(—3).

= ‘i-as

(1)
QO (i) Find gf(x).

Give your answer as simply as possible.

(at*5) -

= -as

=

(ii) Solve gf(x) = 0.

Lt :C-t .lOt

Ljt

DCO or

DC0 or

(5)

(Total 9 marks)
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15. Phil has 20 sweets in a bag.

5 of the sweets are orange.
7 of the sweets are red.
8 of the sweets are yellow.

Phil takes at random two sweets from the bag.

Work out the probability that the sweets will not be the same colour.

oro-np S/o rc&rDYao

o xR RxO )/xO

oxY

= a 17o

/oIo ko /aoOr0

+ -“ “SC

a-oo
(Total 4 marks)
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16. P is inversely proportional to the square of x.

Given that x = 5 when P = 6, find the value of F when x = 8

Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

_‘so

‘so

P

2.

(Total 3 marks)
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17. Fred is making two rectangular flower beds.
The dimensions of the larger rectangle will be three times the dimensions of the smaller
rectangle.

There is going to be the same depth of soil in each Ilower bed.
Fred needs 180 kg of soil for the smaller flower bed.

Work out how much soil Fred needs for the larger flower bed.

prreo%. s-f

=

2

kg

(Total 2 marks)

t
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18. The histogram gives information about the speeds, in km/h, of some cars on a road.

Frequency
density

Work out an estimate for the median speed

Speed (kin/h)

Give your answer correct to I decimal place. You must show your working.

as a * k H- -zSS

a =

OIL*

Go3
(Total 4 marks)

50 61) 65 70 75 SO 85

94-

s÷S3L 7
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19. The line L is a tangent to the circle a2 + = 45 at the point (—3, 6).

1JQfl

0 ‘/aX5

tay-tt*
Thc%? 4

=

x-= -‘5 (Total 4 marks)

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS 80 MARKS

The line L crosses the x-axis at the point P.

Work out the coordinates of P.

ParçerW cJr

= rn)C + C

C ax_3

C-

DC
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